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54 G&B˃Ȉ$͎̜˨̳Ʒˣ,*2	QyMmƊ͎̜ʽDƷ ͹ˣthe Enfield system of barrel 
boring 
ͺ͹Floud, op. cit., p. 165ͺ1¯\Nt͹sine barͺ,Ħ3FEǠǾI͎̜à/í=The




̜ļƈȕȉ͹barrel rolling machinery 
ͺ2ɐ/ǵɜ+'$͹C. Behagg, ‘Mass production without the factory: 
Craft producers, guns and small firm innovation, 1790-1815’, Business History, Vol. 40, No. 3, 1998, pp. 9-10 ͺ 





Ĺ 12΁yN`ä͹zO͸^{ʀ˨ͺ  
 
                      ΃ãß΄C. H. Fitch, Extra census bulletin. Report on the manufacture of  


















ǒ˒1Ŧ̍,.'*Dʑ 2ĵmć+2Ğʀ1ˬ.ãŮĩ,.'$͹Ĺ 13IĎɌͺ60 
                                            






58 Proceedings - Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham, 1858, pp. 243-45.  







Ĺ 13΁zgmǡɯ͹΁QNaʀ˨΁G&B ˨ͺ  
 
 
     ΃ãß΄The Engineer, 20th May, 1859.͹Ĺͺ 
                  D. K. Clark, The exhibited machinery of 1862: a cyclopaedia of the machinery represented at  
                  the International Exhibition, Day & son, London, 1864, p. 222.͹Ĺͺ 
 
                                                                                                                                                  
FʚĻ«I̱*˔Ļ/̮̣ãF$?1+E,ƍ*E͹Proceedings - Institution of 
Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham, 1862, p. 340 ͺ 
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 ;$G&B2͎Ƃ˨̳ɜǹŵȕȉ1ʈ+DQNaʀ/*͊ɛF$NjMY
^͹inletting machine or lock bedding machineɦŨ˦ʾIʩ<̤=$>1ʋ<I͎ƂƖͅ/Ƒƭ
Eȕȉͺ,ÛĞŊ˭ƣˈIǵEȕȉIɚɛ*D͹Ĺ 14IĎɌ 6ͺ1zgmǡɯ
,,?/ʑ 2ĵmć/ãŮ*EG&B1ñ˺˄1«+El`YOhm/B
F3Ğć/Ůɾ$Û 19 1͎Ƃ˨̳ȕȉ2˖îDɑƫ1ǹǽŜƭĩ,.E;+/ˬE 23 1
˨̳ŵʇI̴ʱɪ/ŞɃ+EB͚çF*$͹NjMY^212ɣɰ1ŵʇ/͇ʾ ͺ
F2ƐǪ1 RSAF /*Ş͝/ˢHF*$͎Ƃ˨̳1ȐŘ͹ǳŌɚɛ͊΁͎Ƃ 2,000Ǽͽ̵ͺI
ƟŞ/âɘ$?1+'$,˃CFE62 
 
Ĺ 14΁NjMY^͹Ŷ΁QNaʀ˨Ě΁G&B ˨ͺ  
 
΃ãß΄C. H. Fitch, Extra census bulletin. Report on the manufacture of firearms and ammunition, Government Printing Office,  
        Washington, 1882, p. 20.͹ŶĹͺ 
    Proceedings - Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham, 1862, Plate 84: Lock Bedding Machine.͹ĚĹͺ 
                                            
61 Williams [2004], op. cit., p. 107.  G&B/B'*ȑ̳F$NjMY^220ʝèͭ;
+9,J-ƑIŉ /˔Ļ͎ĴɛȌ+ÀɜF*DBSA͹ȗʍʑ 1ʖIĎɌͺ2ʑȗŌƮ
1 1917ſ+19ʝă3/˃ȈF$1ȕȉIÀɜʱ*$lock-recessing machine,?Ħ
ʅFE1ȕȉ25ĵ1ŵʇ/BD 1å²+¾ȌIʨHC!E,+$͹Gilbert, op. cit., p. 211 ͺ 
62 Proceedings - Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham, 1862, p. 335.  
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63 YOhmÀʖ1Ī+'$,2ÜƊ˹͐,*ȡ'*EH+2.1̆2
N. Atkinson, Sir Joseph Whitworth, the world’s best mechanician, Sutton Publishing, 1996/*̪8CF*
E 
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ʕ 21̵19 ɝŶö0E G&B 2ʜ/ō˺wjĶɞ  
 
       ̷ÛÖ̸ª2West Yorkshire Archive Service, LeedsƌʑʾƽIȢ+ɒɽ¸Ɗ 
                    WYL298/1/1: Order Books, A-P. 
                    WYL298/11/3/52: Agreement between G&B and C. J. Favre-Brandt of Switzerland. 
                    WYL298/11/3/53A: Russian Contract 1874; Italian Contracts 1881-1908. 
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̳ʎġ×0ELU]_h2°ưG&B C BSA 82Ř¸ǩǟ»ɪ  
















1861ş 6Ǐ 7ǅp~V2ʜ/˺ěʙˢǣɽ 13¢0B(+
ǩǟI¹Ȣ%˺ěʙˢIʓ
®ǣ2çʨǶŀF%2 BSA 2ĸ<D,(%4ůÞĊɁ2ǣƌ3p~VŻ˲
0³ɷ+%ǩǟòF%ĳʞǧŘī2ũʨ03BDšģĦżʜ-/Dɺ 62 ş2 4 Ǐ 30
ǅ03p~V˱ı2_r_̰Small Heatẖ0+ 25RU2ģĦ˂ÑFŘ
ī2ũʨ̄ĸF%5Ŷ0ʝEB0LU]_h2ŌÑ03/D2Ǌ̅(%%
?_r_Řī2ľƊ3ɞ 2şöŶ2 1864ş 9Ǐ8- F˖=6BSAȴƙ+%ʎġƵ
                                                   
1 ˍȢō˺2ĳ˸Ƞȡżʜ-F%l|TƋǒ0+@ȑɳíÊèIè-Ep~V
2ȠȡǀŪ0İ̘ȠE-3/(%ʬ3C. Behagg, ‘Mass production without the factory: 
Craft producers, guns and small firm innovation, 1790-1815’, Business History, Vol. 40, No.3, 1998IýȐ 
2 X~LƋ̄Ƌ0BDƿŪNu˺̰21̚IýṞ̏2ʙˢĶɞǫ	0p~V˺ěǣɽ
8-ȬǻF%#2 F@ǒ̉<,0Òƹ˸ɟÑFE-3/(%ʬ3British 
Parliamentary Papers, Report from the select committee on small arms, Vol. 18, 1854, p. ivIýȐ 
3 R. I. Fries, ‘British response to the American system: The case of the small-arms industry after 1850’, 
Technology and Culture, Vol. 16, No. 3, 1975, p. 386. %p~V˺ěȡǣ2Ŷˤƀ0ň1856
ş0ʨɍF%




4 Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick Library (ª MRC-Ȧʦ), MSS. 19A/7/HI/1: History of the 
Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd. 1861-1900 Vol. 1, pp. 3-4. BSA2Ȭ˃¢ 13¢3X~LƋ2ō˺ĭ
ȡµá0ňŽE%?2ɦɵ-+ 1854ş0ʨɍF%p~V˺ěʙˢǣɽɦĉ̰Birmingham 
Small Arms Trade Association 2̱ǤƊė1862ş 1Ǐ 1ǅ2 13¢C˯4F%Ygk}̰ J. D. Goodmaṉ
 BSA2Ɂ́0_PMp̰J. F. SwinburṉåɁ́0ŏ­+E 
5 Ibid., p. 6.   
6 Ibid., p. 26. BSAǎÞ2ō˺ʙˢĶɞ31865ş 5Ǐ0j[ƵŦCȬǻF% 
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Ŧ-2Ķɞɲɨ3//Łȝ! 0%7ʎġÞ2Î˖?ŪˍȢō˺,E_lNe˺̰Snider 
Rifle̱áŪƟȢFE-1866 ş 7 Ǐ0Ċ˺ 10 2ƳˢĶɞ8IBAĂǻ+E2Ŷ
BSA 2ɧĚȖǸ3§ġƵŦ-2Î˖˺ʙˢĶɞ9A1871 ş0_lNe2Ŷɭ˺-+ʎġƵŦ0
ƟȢF%}hMmx˺̰Martini Henry Rifle̱2ʙˢĶɞ10IȚŷ%-,ĽŀI˘
Ḛʦ2ʕ 22IýȐ ̱ 
 
ʕ 22̵19 ɝŶö0E BSA ō˺ʙˢĶɞ2Ăǻ̤  
 
         	 øLuU¯Ɂ̰South Africa Company̱I̧ł-EøLªı3Ò+ƵŦĶɞ0BEĂǻIɀ 
         ̷ÛÖ̸Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick, MSS. 19A/7/HI/1-2:  
 History of the Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd. 1861-1900 vol. 1 & 2I@-0ɒɽ¸Ɗ 
                                                   
7 BSAɁ́Ygk}̰ǕɎǻ 4ýṞ̏3_r_Řī2Ƞȡȴ˟ɍ(% 1864şªǙʎġ
̌ˍȷ0ň+ BSA82ȬǻIÀ+ERSAFBD@ʙˢ½Ǟ̭-2Ȟȣ,¬2Ăǻ@ŷ
CF 0%̰MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/1, pp. 27-43 ̱ 
8 _lNe˺̰_lNk˺̱3Ð˖?ŪRuMk˺IÎ˖?8-Ƴˢ%ō˺ 
9 Ibid., pp. 82, 83, 88, 92. §ġƵŦ-3]LAj[Te|jV/.,Eʕ 220
ʝEB019ɝŶöIˠ% BSA2ǿıĂǻ3H 0 #2:-J.3ʎ̟ǡǲĦ
ƵŦ/.Cŷ%_lNe˺̰1870ş©ª̈3ǆŪò̱2ʙˢĶɞŻ,(% 
10 Ibid., p. 188. }hMmx˺3pLX]ŪōăŴÎ˖?˺BSA31872ş 4
Ǐ0Ċ˺ 24,1252ʙˢĶɞIʎġƵŦBDĂǻ+E 
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¢ǖĂÑFE-3,0˛9+D̰ţɎɑ 1ɗɑ 1̜IýȐ ̱Ǖɗ,
32ǀ0)+ʯǈEBD˶ʜ/23äɽ,E/"/Cƿ%0ʮȠ% BSA0B(+
ƣˤF%ǩǟòǕʳƼ2Ų,E G&B0ňʨÈƗŬǒ2 RSAFC3ŷCF/(%ĳ
ħ2wjĶɞI@%C%C,ḚǕɗɑ 2̜0+ʬ˛ ̱ 
 

























                                                   
11 N. Rosenberg (ed.), The American System of Manufactures, Edinburgh University Press, 1969, p. 55. RSAF˝
ĿŶ0 G&B8-ɚIɅ%pj3]L2jOˢÔŨ82LU]_hɅˏ0@˶
ʜ/ŲæIǚ%+Eʬɣ3ǕɎɑ 2ɗɑ 2̜IýȐ 
12 }XuKk3LAC̰ǕɎǻ 3IýṞ̏/.,@ʀǯIɊJ&ɧ̫IǐBSA0+3














,°ư!E-ŲæIƕB0/(% RSAF 3pjśġ+C̅@/2 1861 ş













EǎÞ2ĂǻÐ,(%-ʢE2,EFIȰÝD0BSA 3 1869 ş<,0uN_ȳ 29 ć
˺ˊɶD̰barrel boring̱Ȣǩǟ 28ć/.Iǫ	-˂Ñ+E15FC2Ĳ3 G&B0B(
+ʙˢF%@2,Dɛġʙǩǟ2ú?EæĉIĳÚ̪+%_r_Řī2ũʨ
ǒ,E 1861̹65ş0+G&B  BSA BDĂǻ%ǩǟ2ćƹ3ʣ 167ć,(%Ċǒ̅
                                                   
13 RSAFC2ƏʔÑƍɧˉIʎġ̌ˍȷBDCF% BSA3RSAF,¹ȢF+%5/ħ
̰models̱AȆŀěÕ̰gauges̱/.Iʈȣ0Ñƍ¹ȢE-ʩĆF%Ĳ2ǎÐɏŘ¸Ə
ʔIƦ»F+ḚR. Lumley, ‘"The American system of manufactures" in Birmingham: Production Methods 
at the Birmingham Small Arms Co. in the nineteenth century’, Business History, Vol. 31, No.1, 1989, p. 36 ̱Ʀ»
F%ǎÐɏŘ¸Əʔ2,©ʕȯ/@2G&B0BD̄ȬF%
RuMkŪ˺ˊɶDƏ
ʔ̰ äɎǻ 54IýṞ̏,DĊƏʔ3 1891şª̈0 BSA,@ʋ0ȢCFEB0/(+%
̰Ibid., pp. 32-33 ̱  
14 West Yorkshire Archive Service, Leeds (ªWYAS-Ȧʦ), WYL298/1/1: Order Books, A, pp. 325-27.  
G&Bʙǩǟ2'ĳñIú?+%23˺ˊȢ 26ć̰1,640|k ̱ȬŊʖɷȢ 62ć̰3,485|
k ̱˺ŢȢ 14ć̰4,400|ḵ2 3Ɉ̦,(% 




`Ɂ2Ûˊ,EȲȺĿ}XuKk̰ ä̜IýȐ ̱ 1865ş0śġ+<-1890ş<,
BSA 2ǩǟ˂Ñ_j0ɛġ®ǣ2ċȝFE-3//(%37 ̚2ʕ 23 2-D186080
ş©0 BSA ʜUC˂Ñ%Ř¸ǩǟ 873 ć2'ɛġʙǩǟ3˛2RN`Ɂʙ 61
ć2=-/D#Fªı3G&BIɒ̠-Eʎġ®ǣ2ʙĖ0B(+ú?CF+%2,E17 
 2B019ɝŶö0+ BSAA RSAF-2̅0ŭĠ/s^n_̆¿Iɘ% G&B3
ʎġˍȢō˺ȡǣ2ʙˢ]_h̰cuj̱2ȬŒ0ĳʺș%ǀ1860ş©Ŷöª̈0/E
-RSAF A BSA -Ċɓ2ʙˢƏʔIǐEǲ̅ˍȢō˺U-+k˺ěʙˢ¯Ɂ
̰London Small Arms Co., Ltd. ª LSA-Ȧʦ̱18-l]lǮěŮʒʙˢ¯Ɂ̰National Arms 













                                                   
16 MRC, MSS. 19A/7/TE/1: List of machines, BSA&M Co. Ltd., Small Heath., pp. 1-12. RN`Ɂ3˺ŢȢ
ǩǟAuN_ȳ/Cȳ̰profiling machine̱/.IĂǻ 
17 BSA8ō˺ʙˢȢŘ¸ǩǟI»ɪ%ʎġ2ʜU-+3G&B2§0LXiNɁA~
LɁ̰23̚IýṞ̏/.EĂǻǩǟƹ3 G&B2 378ć̰LXiN 284ć~L






18 øóƋŶ<@/Äȡ% LAC̰ ǕɎǻ 3IýṞ̏IƿɧĚ̊2,Ƴɦ1867ş0ʨɍF%
¯ɁĊşɐ2ȋòIʝ˅% BSA3LSA-2̅0ō˺ľƊĖþ6ȬŊʖɷ̰actions̱2ʙˢ
ĶɞIňʷ-%ĂǻÜæ÷ŀ̰Üææĉ3 BSA:3/5LSA:2/5̱Iɲɨ̰MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/1, p. 83 ̱ 
19 BSA-Ċp~V®ǣ-+ 1872ş0ʨɍF% NAA3}hMmx˺0̆E
ȔʩǨIǐĊ˺2ʙˢ,3ƞ§ȯ/ǨàIʓ¹,%̰ D. Williams, Birmingham Gun Trade, the History 
Press Ltd, 2004, p. 103 ̱1878ş 7ǏNAA3Ò+2ō˺ʙˢĶɞ2ĂǻÜæ÷ŀI BSALSA-ɲɨ
̰Üææĉ3 BSA:40̯NAA:33̯LSA:27̯ ̱2 2Ɂ0ň}hMmx˺ʙˢ2Ȕ
ʩ0̆ENa_IʎġƵŦČI̋Ò+2ĶɞǊ0»E-IāDǶ?%̰MRC, MSS. 
19A/7/HI/1, pp. 288-290 ̱ɨǚˍȢō˺2ʙˢĶɞIȚŷŷEʎġU32 3Ɂ0ɩCF% 
20 ʎġÞ2ˣȬŪˍȢō˺,8ȬÑD2ŮÃIʖÈȬŊǀŪ3{jLX]IƟȢ 
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21}hMmx2ƟȢǊǒ,E 1870 ş03uN_ȳ 34 ć-NuY}] 6
ćIď>Ò 81ć̰3,423|ḵIȬǻ+E22FIȰÝD01871şÞ̠03 RSAFCʣ
129 ć̰6,785 |ḵ231872 ş03 NAA BDʣ 98 ć̰4,357 |ḵ24ǫ	0ȬǻFG&B
2ō˺wjǣ3ǼǸIđE-0/E 






@%C%-3ʢ<,@//H'1890 ş02ƿŪō˺ 20 2ʙˢĶɞIȚŷE
--/E BSALSAɁ272ĂǻIʝ˅+ G&B8ǩǟIȬǻ%2,EF0BD1888
ş03 LSA  76 ć̰3,759 |ḵ28BSA  67 ć̰3,763 |ḵ29I#F$F˂Ñ+E




                                                   
21 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, B, p. 354; C, p. 20.  
22 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, C, pp. 231-32. 
23 Ibid., pp. 288, 299. 
24 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, D, pp. 86, 89, 94, 103-04. 
25 1878ş 3ǏʎġƵŦ3 78şŧ2}hMmx˺ʙˢĶɞƎ'ÝDI BSA0ˠĒ+E
̰MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/1, pp. 278-279 ̱ĊɁ3A>/ʈˏˋǣ8ýÑ̰1880ş̱+
ˍǲˏƨ
IğE-,2ǸIDÝG-% 
26 R. Floud, The British machine tool industry, 1850-1914, Cambridge University Press, 1976, p. 148. ]LƵ
ŦI3?Ĳ2̧łIǿı0ǐ+% G&B02Ǹ3ĳű̙/(% 
27 MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/2: History of the Birmingham Small Arms Co. Ltd. 1861-1900 vol. 2, pp. 486-87, 493. 
ȠȡæDů+3BSA 12 5,000LSA 7 5,000F0BDBSA2˺ěʙˢ˲̂3ƁI
Đ˚88ş 6Ǐ03ʈˏˋʙˢ̰ǕɎǻ 25IýṞ̏IǊȯ0Ǭ+ḚIbid., p. 456 ̱ 
28 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, L, pp. 355-59.  
29 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, L, pp. 263, 270, 301, 317; M, pp. 9, 33. ĂǻIƢ% 1889ş 9Ǐʎ
ġ̌ˍȷ-2¯ʝ,ƿŪ˺ʙˢȢǩǟ2ƿʞ˂ÑʽȢĶɞ˹̤0!FE--/DɁ2ʹ
ƕ3ˑȄF+ḚMRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, p. 487 ̱ǀ1880ş©ǔIĬ0p~V2Ř¸ǩ
ǟU,ELXiNɁĦÎ,E BSA2ǩǟ»ɪÎ-+ G&B0ā(+©HDĸ?+
Eº41888ş2 BSA2ǩǟ˂Ñɰ̤ 1 8,778|k,E20ň̰ MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, 
p. 457-59 ̱#2' G&B2Ăǻ̤3 3,763|k0/(%F3LXiNɁ/.2§
®ǣ G&BIĜEĶɞIȚŷ+%-Iƅē+Eʬ3ʕ 23-ɑ 3Ɏɑ 2ɗɑ 1̜
IýȐ 
30 WYAS, WYL298/1/1: Order Books, L, pp. 207-14; M, p. 11. 
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ʕ 23̵BSA 2ǩǟ˂Ñ_j̰1861̹1905 ş̱  
 
                   ̷ÛÖ̸ʦ2ʾƽI@-0ɒɽ¸Ɗ 
               Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick, MSS. 19A/7/TE/1: 









































                                                   
31 X~LƋ,2]L2ǮěǴȇ3ƻġʎ¥0ĳë(+DȔ0ō˺Ü˷,3ʎ¥ˣĉˍ
Nu˺IĲƹʖÈ+%ǀ]Lˍ3ŊɆˇ̒2ëEȈʅ˺Ż,(% 
32 J. Bradley, Guns for the Tsar: American technology and the small arms industry in nineteenth-century Russia, 
Northern Illinois University Press, 1990, p. 110. Ȭǈɽpe̰H. Berdaṉ2ɂġ,Eɛġ,3Ĕ
4F%ùȬÎ˖?Ū2ye˺3ůÞ3jgwkLǀṴ̄ye No. 1̱,(%1870ş
03ƿǩǤ-+{jLX]ǀṴ̄ye No. 2̱ƿ%0ƟȢF+E 
















̰̳̱BSA -]LƵŦ2̆¿ō˺ʙˢǀǹ2Ʌˏ  
ʎġƵŦCĂǻ+%_lNe˺2ĶɞÐɣDĸ?% 1860 ş©ǔȏDIƆ+% BSA
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50 Bradley, op. cit., p. 158. 
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                          Алексеи Клишин, Юрии Яровенко, ‘Бердан № 2’, ВЕХИ, No. 3, 2009, p. 57. 
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5Ȁ¦Ȩġ2ư˹1ſÀȲȤΔyRdʀ 12Ě10ΕM˥
Ķå.61ʪĶGŌǸ̺ß -H&5</N0˥Ķ2IʪĶ˶ȲȤ5ōǅ̺ß³ɰƓ




Tn5PyjotunʐΔʠ 1 ʝʠ 1 ʥ2-ȄçΕ5F2ĻÜ5˜̵̲ɲȨMΊ
Ţ/ - 'ȀļȲȤM˶͋̡ŉ"IµȨCɯJ'30ʪĶ˶ȲȤM˥ĶƄŁGæ΍͇"I?
                                                   
27 J. Zeitlin, ‘Between flexibility and mass production: strategic ambiguity and selective adaptation in the British 
engineering industry, 1830-1914’, in C. Sable and J. Zeitlin (ed.), World of Possibilities: Flexibility and Mass 
production in Western Industrialization, Cambridge University Press, 1997, p. 252. 
28 Ibid., p. 252. ˉʿȲȤDȲ̲ͫ10MͰ˥Ķ5ȿɱĨ˶͋.6͚Ĩ¨ǧƵ6̓ɁJ-1	 
29 Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick Library (´ MRC/ɸ̄), MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, p. 556.  
30 Zeitlin, op. cit., p. 264. 
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.26˝G1*'31	˲ 235ȐȽ2ʎ ' 19ʮƩćΞ20ʮë΄5Ȑʸʼ̃.6ii





Ǎ C˜̵̲/Ȁ˶Ĩ5˶͋:/Đß ' BSA2Ŭ iiī¶10M͉!-Ō5ſÀȲ
ȤMÄʻ -I	.6ʱ̴¦ɽ1PXbdl5Ƶ̫Mȼ ʾ'ͣį˶͋5è͝2




ʿǙ -'/ː-ˡ	 '˺ȯ6ƕ6ʪĶG5ǉ˰ʔ̵2ÅŜ 'C55"2ğ




͋Ȩ2-ʪĶ˶ȲȤ2ÅŜ ŗB-' BSA6ͣį˶͋Ȩ2-Cğ!ȁġ:/×-	 
 BSA :ͣį˶͋ɳȲȤM̡ŉ 'ɐŋµȨ/ -61893 ƎFHğʐ5ȲȤ̬ßdnΔ37 Ϳ5˲
23Ε2ĠM͌4IF21IoRk5nQvTʐΔLudwig Loewe & Co.ΕGJ
I	}MǕɟ/ - 1869Ǝ2̇ʜJ'Tʐ6ȵž.CǚǍH5bF8ſÀȲȤ
5X.*'1888Ǝ2oRkǵƔG̴ɳůͣ5˶͋ŒʯMĕɉ '/MŒȲ2̴¦ſŁ









                                                   
31 Floud, op. cit., p. 74. 
32 Əɴ«Tʐ2IſŁʤɰʠȴɷōǂóoRkȲȤſȨ5ɻŵ/ſŁǳͽΔ2Ε
ª͛ōŝʹɓ̖Ėʠ 130ƃʠ 12Ĝ1982Ǝ99Ϳ	 
33 J. T. Walton Newbold, How Europe armed for war, 1871-1914, Blackfriars press Ltd., 1916, p. 18.  
34 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
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.2ʪĶƝ5ͣį˶͋ɳȲȤMɱɲ ͣ įX:/̡ŉ"I¦ȨMʋʜ -'C5/ƳLJ
˥Ķ5 BSA 6ɐŋ5͜˹ΊŢ5+.*'/I	TʐG BSA 2̡ŉJ'ʪĶƝȲȤ
/ -ȐC³˲ɽ1C56ĔƞͩŗƎ5 1893Ǝ2ʰĨJ'̱ͣʚśȲȤΔbarrel drilling machinery
Ĵ 33MĐɣΕ.HJ6ƣȋP&Wɪ̈ȯMȒ"IȀļȲȤ.*'35	Tʐ61870
Ǝ2÷ȨˑnQvɕʪ 'ʂƩFHP&W5ǉ˰Mɡǿ.Ðɳ -'F(36J6 1850
Ǝ³2I G&B /ʪĶµȨUReʐ5ͪ2ȉʋ1ǉ˰ǦǬͫÉʋ̎.1*'5/ğȬ.
IΔ29ͿMĐɣΕ	  BSAÔ5̨Ǿ2FJ71889Ǝ2ƄŁ2çıHŗB'7H5̄5̱ͣ






























ΜçäΝA. C. Gould, Moden American Rifles, Boston, Bradlee Widden, 1892, p. 302. 
                                                   
35 MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, p. 545. 5̱ͣʚśȲȤMɻȉ '|RΔJ. W. HeyerΕ/5ͪ2¦ȨǦǬ
ͫÉMȒ ' P&W61887Ǝ2ƨGğȲȤ5ɪ̈ȯM̙Hĕ-IΔUnited States Patent Office, 
Patent No. 365,744, ‘Drilling-Machine, John Worth Heyer of Hartford, Conneticut, Assignor to the Pratt & 
Whitney Company’, June 28th 1887Ε	 
36 Newbold, op. cit., p. 18. 
37 MRC, MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, pp. 545-46.  





ʪĶƝȲȤ5Rfd˶Ĩ/ħ92ʃƱ C5Ō*'/ːGJI	& -1890 Ǝ³´ͮ
BSA5ͣį˶͚͋ͨ2-Tʐ˶5ʪĶƝȲȤĚ΄ ŗB'/¦š6ʪĶƝȲȤ5Ȯ
Ñǳˡ5Ưɽǒǅ˥Ķ5 G&B GoRk5Tʐ:/ʔHŊL*'/MƽĦ"I	
G&B5Ŭʪǉ˰ÅŜ6 1850Ǝ³2ȇCʸ£ &5Ʃ6 RSAF/5͌Ǭ2FHſÀȲȤMͩɻ"I





 P&W5̱ͣʚśȲȤ6ʪĶƝȲȤ˥ĶƝ"1L) G&B˶ȲȤ2ÛÞ -ǟɳJIF21
I/ɯ̜M˥Ķå.ɱ!$'Ȑë5˶Ĩ.C*'	P&W Ɲ̱ͣʚśȲȤM̬ß"Iʂó5
1891ƎBSA6RSAFġ/ - G&Bͩɻ 'UyQoƝ̱ͣˋHǉ˰Δʠ 1ʝ5ɉ
54MĐɣΕMɳ'ȲȤMŮß -'ȇC 2ƎƩ5 1893Ǝ26̄5ȀļȲȤM̺ß ͣ
̱ˋHʚśǉ˰5ñȀMĴ*-I39	ğȲȤ6̱ͣʞGƯ2ġ*-ğȋ2ʚś"I
/ǅͪ5I2ȸʋ1ƬȜ5˥ĶȁƝ2Ŭ ̱ͣɧÔGĒŬÔ:ȁ͉˯.ʚś"











                                                   
39 T. Putman and D. Weinbren, A Short History of the Royal Small Arms Factory, Enfield, Centre for Applied 
Historical Studies, Middlesex University, 1992, p. 61. P&WƝ5̱ͣʚśȲȤ6˶͋ſʖ:5̔ǹÀȨ2ǅ
ͪĔ*'C551895Ǝ26ɡ¦ÂɳMͩŗ ̱ͣ˶͋2IōƋ1^dnòɔ2ŧ 'ΔMRC, 
MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, p. 594Ε	 
40 Putman and Weinbren, op. cit., pp. 61, 145. ̱ͣ5ō͞ɱɲ2I P&WƝȲȤ5ȉG1Û»Ƶ2C
LG#RSAF6 20ʮë΄?.˥ĶȁƝMĵǙ -I	5ȲȤ6oå͚M͉ -ɛə
ɄMΐĹø.éòͼ2Ĥ²òHŴMǑ ɍ"/.de2ÀȨM˯/.'ΔA. C. 
Gould, Moden American Rifles, Boston, Bradlee Widden, 1892, p. 301Ε	 






Y/ʟĞ -'42	  }ZǵƔ5̴ɳůͣ.ISaͣM˶͋"I'B¨ǧƵɱ
ɲ¾ðMǹÖ"Iư˹Ƶɱ!I/1889 Ǝ2ĶĮͣį¶ʐyOzj[pbpΔFabrique 
Nationale de Herstal´ FN/ɸ̄Ε÷̇JUcCȘȣɽ1ȲȤă5ȋ³M̾I	&
 -FN 5ͣįſŁ2̇ˌJ'ſÀȲȤ51.ɪ2 RSAF ſŁͧ5ʁMƞ'5Þ́5
Tʐ2F*-˶͋J-' P&W Ɲ̱ͣʚśȲȤ.HJ6 FN 5@1G#̺ßÜoRkD
WdnP.CƑɳGJ-'/J-I43	 
 G220 ʮë΄2ßI/ʪĶƝȲȤ5Ġň6 G&B 5ȲȤ̺çȨ2?.ʂǡɽ1ƹƦ;Mđ=
"F21I	19 ʮƩćG&B 5ůͣ{n̡ŉ2-bP2ȴŉM̄ͥ -'ɐŋ
ΊŢ6RgP.*'Δ30 Ϳ5˲ 21 MĐɣΕğĶzbP2Ǆĺ"IͣįXlxq
ʐΔMetallurgica Brescia gia TempiniΕ/5ͪ21906Ǝ 3ȑ2ǘͣ5˶͋ȲȤMʰß"IŒʯM˄
ʺ 'ͶG&B6ƳL3nz2˻˞LJ-I	5Œʯ.6̱ͣ˶͋ɳ5ȲȤ5@MʰBI¤
Š/1*-HǸ͞6̃ 12 ĚΔ]c105²ŶſãģAΕ͟·6 6,700 o/̣˶͋¾ð
MǦÄ"I{n¦ȨG6͸J'åŦ.6*'&JEʰ Ȕ/J' 1907Ǝ 8ȑ?.
2͹1Œʯ6Ÿ˯Jà-5ȲȤ6lxqʐ5ſŁ2̇ˌJ'44	/K˶͋ÀȨMͩŗ 
'lxqʐ6G&B2F*-ʰßJ'ȲȤȳͱĨ.I/ Ơ ³͟5ǲǇMǓĢ"I̄
5ȎʨM5Œʯ2- G&B5̡ŉ³ɰ¬/1*-'tunʐ5sǲƓ2ͅ² '45	 
…5Ǹ͍ͪ2-ɻɱ 'ɫɇG"J7ƣʐȲȤ³͟5ǲǇMǓʽ"I/6Δƣʐ5
ȯî/ -Εȸƣ.H?"…C ΔG&BɌ͔ 'ΕÀȨĩGʄšMʆGJ-I5.J7
…ǘ͚ͣĨ˶͋ɳ/ -ǦÄJ'ȲȤȳͱĨ.HŒʯĞƽ2-ĔHɂBGJ'Ƶ˘Mɻǩ.





                                                                                                                                                                          
Factory, Enfield, to Belgium, Austria and Germany, 1892-93MĐɣ	 
42 D. W. Bailey and D. A. Nee, English gunmakers: The Birmingham and provincial gun trade in the 18th and 
19th century, New York, 1978, pp. 25-6. 
43 TNA, SUPP 5/916, pp. 6, 19, 21. 
44 West Yorkshire Archive Service, Leeds (´WYAS/ɸ̄), WYL298/11/3/53A: Contract between Messrs. 
Greenwood & Batley and Messrs. Metallurgica Brescia gia Tempini, pp. 1, 3.   
45 tunʐ6ſÀȲȤM˶͋"I5@1G#±5X2³˯ -ſÀȲȤ5̡ŉM˯³
ɰȨMĶͶɽ2ŵͩ -'Δʠ 1ʝ5ɉ 10MĐɣΕ	 
46 WYAS, WYL298/11/3/53A: Letter from Metallurgica gia Brescia Tempini to Alfred Herbert Ltd., 2nd May, 
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 5F1ˤƺŧ$GJ-G 3ȑƩtunʐ6 G&B2Ŭ lxqʐ̄5F1
ǢˌM/*-I/Mĥ-'	 
…ΊŢΔlxqʐΕ6̤ʐ5ȲȤ2Ŭ"IǺƽMG2āG$-?"…ƨG6´5ȲȤM
Ɨȥ JM±ʐ˶"1L)Tʐ5ȲȤ2ˌǧI/ŬƱM -H?"	 
 Ry\bΔbarrel rifling machineΕ 1Ě 
 ̱ͣʈòʀΔbarrel grinding machineΕ  1Ě 
 ̱ͣå°ȲΔbarrel reaming machineΕ  1Ě 
  ̱ͣåʈʌȲΔbarrel lapping machineΕ  1Ě 
lxqʐ2FJ7ĬΆ/1*-IΔG&B 5ΕȲȤ6ΔŒʯ2-˼ŠJ'Ε1 ȅ2 100 Ě
5̱ͣM˶͋"I/Ƶ˘Màɻǩ.-1/5/.…ğʐ6DA1čʰ2-ŬƱę
˘1í5¶ʐΔTʐΕ5ȲȤMFHΐ·5³͟MǲǇ*-ßǅ '//."	…Δ
 'ǪŤ:5ΕΊŢ5̪Ú̕Ɂ2Ŭ ̤ʐ6˜̱MƜ̚"I¿G5¦šCȒ -H?$N	…47 




 -'48	G&B 2Ŭ -ȲȤMÀHʂ"F˹Ɂ"I5.61-©ǧ"I/ǢˌM/*
'5CG&B˶ȲȤ5Ƶ˘M¼̊Æ -'G.I/ː-ˡ	 
 5F2ȋȔ6ɷ5ͣįſŁMƇƃ -' G&B 5ȲȤ̱ͣ˶͋/ȐC͜˹1
è͝2-ʪĶƝȲȤ2ĹÏJIF21*-'/6ğʐ5ēɾɗ.I{n¦Ȩ2/
*-Cō1î/1Ię˘Ƶ*'	20ʮë΄26˜ ̵̲z5ʸɠ/ΐ͊ƕ Δͤhigh speed 
steelΕMɳ'͎Ⱥɽ1éòſã5ʙȩɽŮß2FH˥ĶȲȤɲȨ6à¾/ -ƪ
2Ʈɋ5Ý M
˻$ŗB'C55491909Ǝ5 LSAF {nßș. G&B ǶĄ '/¦š6ǗF1	
  ğßș2I P&W5Āî66' -ȲȤƵ˘2IÛ»(.ɂ?*'5.K	
ȴʝ.6ßș5͎˯͑ʖM̌ ̔ȟ"I/.̝žǵƔ+05F1ɰɵ. P&W Mɻɉ
Þ2"I/ɂŠM '5MʛȷB-	 
                                                                                                                                                                          
1908. 
47 WYAS, WYL298/11/3/53A: Letter from Alfred Herbert Ltd. to G&B, 5th August, 1908. 
48 WYAS, WYL298/11/3/53A: Letter from Alfred Herbert Ltd. to G&B, 4th May, 1908. 
49 R. Lloyd-Jones and M. J. Lewis, Alfred Herbert Ltd and the British machine tools industry, 1887-1983, Ashgate 
Pub Ltd, Aldershot, Hampshire, 2006, p. 27. ΐ͊ƕͤ61899Ǝ2ʪĶ5lRΔF. TaylorΕ2F*-ɻ
ȉJ'	 
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ɍ 4 ɋ LSAF uiÎǝ0G G&B - P&W 3ɌćïǁKÚ%˃ĬƓȩ  
 
4@0  
 ˁś LSAF 3uiÎǝ4˿ėʞ˧ȤǳǨ0Łʰ3Gʓɗ3Ŝ³ǳǨ}TȉĮşħ0
+Ý@+˛%Ï̜ȯ/ōȁ,(%	LSAF 420 ɜÝ̥=,0ʓĝǩǾĢÔ,ŪʭH%ő
˿Ŝħ-+4Oj3O_z˧ÑŨ̳ɍ 3 ɋ3Ȇ 1 Küș̴BTke3aOsʞ
˧ªɁ̳Ross Rifle Company̴1-8ǖİʢǱ3A3,FHE-uiĲɝKɱɨ,Gċ
4 G&B3˭ďKİŝąGḝ,(%	,̔Ņ-/(%34ǩǾĢşħ0ōG˩ÙK













ɍ	 ˶0Gǖİ3ĕ0ōˁśǀŦ3ˈǅKȤ/EǸ )ĘɐK+	 
  
̶LSAF ÎǝɨǢ0ōGʓĝ©ǫ3þȭ  
 19ɜŶõ3ˁś4ő˿3įK BSA/.3ǜĝ©ǫE˕Î+%̳ 32̞3ʚ 22Küș 	̴
ʈEAɷëˑKˡ(%ɍǵyMƓ̳1899̼1902Ť̴K˥+ǜĝ3ˑæ0ľKʤ
                                                   
1 1902ŤTkeʈȃ̤ˑĊ3ˑȤő˿aOs3ȢȣKʗ˿ėªɁ-+YvfW0åʭ
HɹŤ0 1 2,0003ʞ˧ĲɝKāȆ+G̳J. Chadwick and F. Dupuis and R. Phillips, The Ross 
Rifle Story, Antigonish, Nova Scotia, 1984, p. 28 	̴ 




3 National Archives of Australia (¦ NAA-ȩʫ), MP598/30/11: Letter from Greenwood & Batley to the 
representative of the Commonwealth of Australia, 17th March, 1909, p. 4ý7West Yorkshire Archive Service, 
Leeds (¦WYAS-ȩʫ), WYL298/3/2: Magazine Lee Enfield Rifle, machines and operations, for a production 




jl0;.˜Ŝǫ˷şa\̳Lithgowɍ 5 ɋɍ 1 ɓKüș̴ŪʭŁĢ-+ƴĳHG
0%(%4	#+ĈŤǇŜħ9ʭɵGŜ³ǳǨ3˴ŁK¨Hʓɗ/.3ʠĆĝ9-ȇ˱
H%3ˁśȉˑ3ƛŀWWc̳W. Clarkson̴,F#3ʣŋĦč4 LSAF Îǝ3ʗǈK
İŝą%̳ǜɋɍ 2 ɓKüș 	̴ʫ3ʚ 41 4ʓɗ 3 Ɂ0DGɌć-/(% LSAF ui




G&B - P&W 3Îǝ̨ƨƞJ /Ş, P&W ïà+G-Ȕ#+ɞǚ0̇
P&W£ 2Ɂ0ō+Ǧǻ0Ǎ 1Ť̆Kƶɀ+GȔEHȜ0ïǁ3ȁ@Ɩ-/(%





3'ʓĝʞ/J' G&B ʞǳǨ3ƃʄ P&W 3#H0ʕè(+%-KɀĒG(1)
0)+4ɍ 3ɋɍ 2ɓ3ɍ 23̡0+ʲ˟%ɜ˓Ʒǚ¦̋3ʓĝ˿ėʞ˧ƛʘ3Ɋ'˫H
Kʜ¤GA3,G0ʡ%ʠɢAíǧH5P&W Kïɽ-G LSAF Îǝ3ɨǢ4
ȫĕKŞƫ?²Ģ3/A3,GD0ƂG	#H0AJE ɗĝʞuiK˴Ơ%
ˁś˨˵ǀŦ3Þǆ4Îǝ0ǁH% BSA B G&BE04ˁśÔEAİ/ƚÞKƥ-0/
G	HE3̛̘4ʓĝ3ðæĞ0Gˁśʓĝ3©ǫKŞɵ+ɗĝ©ǫKˑŜħ3u
iɞÎǫɽ-+˴L&3Ȕ3>0̕%ǁɽ3ū0/(%3,I	 







̺ÙÓ̻The Armley & Worsley News, 1st October, 1909. 
                                                   
4 The Standard, 31st January, 1908. LSAF3ŪʭĢ-+a\Kƴĳ%34öSaiMś3
\j×ŏ̳Brigadier General Gordon̴,(%	 
5 The Armley & Worsley News, 1st October, 1909. 
6 Ibid. 
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̶̴̳BSA 3ˁśƚÞ  
 1909Ť 7Ǘ0ǷŬȭʚH% LSAFÎǝ0Gɗĝ©ǫ3ïà4ˁ ś3>/E ʓǜĝ3Ǉɿ,
Aİ
ȯ0ĦEH7ǁó%ʓĝ©ǫ0-(+4H¦/ŗ˘-/(%	ʫ3-FÎǝɨ
Ǣ4 P&W Kïɽ-G0ôÚ/ÔŇ,(%#H0AJE ǁH%ʓĝ©ǫ 2 Ɂ0ȏ3ī
ʡEH%34Îǝȁȷ=,3ˮɅ,ˁśǀŦÂ0 P&W KÉˬGE=/ƌŧʡEH%



















´ȤH+GA3-ÏĈ3ǪǤZ` 3 ɦ̳ 3 sets of inspection gauges K̴ȤƊG-,G	
…-I̳ P&W ̴¥JF0ȤƊ%34ɗĝŬZ`,FH4̆˰/ɗĝ3ʞ˧ǈȅ
0ǖ˳/Ų,h^OH%A3,G	QsNjŬ-4Ȫ/GǪǤZ`KȤ+ʞ˧%ő
                                                   
7 ˁś3Ǉɿ-+4 the Sydney Morning Herald, 22nd July, 1909the Advertiser, 23rd July, 1909ɏKʓǜ
ĝ3Ǉɿ-+4 the Standard, 26th August, 1909the Armley & Worsley News, 1st October, 1909ɏKüș	 
8 NAA , MP598/30/11: Telegram from G&B to the representative of the Commonwealth of Australia, 19th July, 
1909.  
9 Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick Library (¦ MRC-ȩʫ), MSS.19A/3/6/18: Letter from A. 
Driver, Chief Engineer to the Secretary of BSA, 27th August, 1909. 
10 MRC, MSS.19A/3/6/13, 14, 19Küș	HEƖʫ3ĤɎɽ4Ǐ	 
11 MRC, MSS.19A/3/6/10: Small Arms Factory for the Commonwealth of Australia, Specification of 
Requirements, article 9, pp. 1-2. 
12 MRC, MSS. 19A/3/6/19, p. 5. BSAɞÎŁ-+%ǳǨ3Ôʮ4Ǐ	65̞3ʚ 423-F
P&W3ÎǝÔŇ0GǳǨǂ4 332Ą̳G&B4 733Ą̴,(%%@3ǂĺE̩ƴG-
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30 NAA, MP598/30/11: The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Defence, ‘Small Arms Factory, Precis 
of proceedings in connexion with tenders for machinery’, 21st July, 1909, p. 2.  
31 NAA, MP598/30/11: Memorandum from W. Clarkson to the Commonwealth Representative, 31st March, 1909, 
p. 3. 
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42 NAA, MP598/30/11: The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Defence, 21st July, 1909, p. 3. 
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Department, 17th March, 1909. 
45 NAA, MP598/30/11: Letter from S. Batley, Director of G&B to R. M. Collins, Secretary for Defence 
Department, 17th March, 1909. 
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ÇĝPŞ,)	 
19 Ibid., p. 94. 
20 Ibid., p. 101. 
21 Ibid., p. 94. NSW ƵɃǋΣ͗!)˝̜ƅō¿8h]hοƵ˥ЕӁ083uUq˥7КЕ
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U^hđâ̽ľļγɨɮ̌1963 ǃ26-27 т	 
24 K. Buckley, ‘Emigration and the engineers, 1851-87’, Labour History, No. 15, 1968, p. 31. 














hc7 ASE ęČɡї˂4Ͽ#L78ƧЗƸŮ LSAF ǑΣM) 1912 ǃ¸Ш0L	 
 ɪ̡̝ 3 ̧4/ΖLI4LSAF 4ϸõ!) ASE 8̭Šʮ7ľ˟¦͜PȳLƸŮПUt1˃
!Ί̚#L143L!)ȓªPЦ3,)78Ut̂¼#Lą4ƖɐM)đâ
̽ľơ̤ ǫǉ4̼OKơ̜7˅̔Pʗ!/)J0,)	!)đâ̽ľ7ʬĔPńD
јɘɦ7 LSAF 4LñǺPΩ̺4Ρϫ!/L7LSAF 7̦˟ЈРќ͇Ė̾˟ȚǛѝ0«Ė
ПќChief ClerkѝPĖD)οƵ°gWjќJ. K. Jensenѝ7řяЛ320L	Ut7ƸŮ̦˟ɏГ
PȿȤ#LΑÆǟ0,)gWj8ƸŮñ07̽ľĻщPƈ,/'7ȫЬ4Ě!Q*¤Ǭ°˔0
EL	1911 ǃ 8 ɢ7 LSAF ̂¼ąǠ8 P&W =õł!ǃ?2̫Ρќbookkeeping methodsѝP
¤Ǭ1#L̾ŗ̦˟ɏʩPƎQ0K33'7г4Ǜɛ7̭Š0ʮ·¤*,)rU7̐Ǝ˶̦˟ʩ
344ɼü3͵ňPȗI43,)	˕4̷̮3ȐΈ7B3J$̾ŗ̦˟Ȋʩ4E̎0)ʋɾȐƽ
                                                   
26 Buckley [1968], op. cit., p. 32. ɪŠ7 ASE 81852 ǃ7p_SVt0źɄĞPŖ!ME10Ž
ͥ!)̽ľōοƵ=̒Å!/fuwȿЈPΣ͗!)70L	 
27 Buckley [1963], op. cit., pp. 3, 7. 1860ǃ482ȿЈ1100°7̽ľōPɣ#L4#3,)οƵ7ASE
81875 ǃ48 8 ȿЈ1 500 °1889 ǃ48 16 ȿЈ1 1,700 °'!/ 1900 ǃA04 22 7ȿЈ1 1,800
°7̽ľōPȗLƹź3͔̽=1ȆП!/)	 
28 Ibid., p. 4.  
29 Ibid., p. 7. Ǜɛ7οƵ7ʋɾ˥ʁ8NSW ƵFT_tSƵ07ʋФϖÔ˟FƧŧͺ͹Ϥʁ˦ʋ
ɾΒϵ324ЩƔM/)	 
30 Buckley [1968], op. cit., p. 38. #04̒Å!ͥPǦ/L̽ľō8IKŸ7̽ľō7þɮđâ
Č7Î̀ϽŸPˤ"%L7PǷM1880 ǃ¶4̒ʞĶêM=7ĳơϼĔPύ!)	 
31 Patmore [1994], op. cit., p. 48. 
32 National Archives of Australia (¸ NAA 1˭Ρ), MP598/30/12: J. K. Jensen, ‘Defence Production in 
Australia 1908-1914’, 23rd May, 1962. ǣ4οƵϘл́ќCommonwealth Department of MunitionsѝПƓ13
LgWj8ǔϮǣ7 1962 ǃ4οƵŠЦ˥ʁ4Ф#Lŭņ1!/7řяЛPŪ̢!/L	 














L	Í9 BSA 081891 ǃ4ñЈβπÿ7ǎʏ1ɎχВfhrƦêƖɐM93 ǃ48З˳
ƣʋʄ̜̽Ƹќaction assemblerѝύ!)htU]Pʋ4̜̽Ƹ̓P̺÷ĝ!/ˑ͎Ƹ7ǞсČ
PȑḶ7ɀп·OM)39	G&B Eťåi7ѐ«¾ȅ¤4-0Eđâ͠Pз˦Λз0
Lќmen could be hired or fired at any meal-breakѝ1đâȂ·Pý˦!/Ɓ ʧ7ʪ4ɴϙ4
ơǱ!/KJ4 ASE 7ªκɄĞќ1897 ǃѝP/ͲĔʋɾPΒϵƸ̓4̖ʂƦê#L32
ͯˑ͎=7ΧBPТƄ!/)40	RSAF EїϴǌКќ̡ 3 ̝7ʫ 49 PįˏѝP˦)ɎƸï7Ʀê
4Áˤ˥ǶłP˽˶1!)h|uћ}Tuќspeed and feedѝɏǓP 1909 ǃ4ȭ˦#L





Ęж!)ЕƸFЖżŸLSAF 0Êʁ4ǥ«#LąIKˈЖđâ͠7̽ľF FIA 1,) ˑ͎
Ƹ̽ľ4?@ëōĎê!/)43	1912 ǃ 4 ɢgWj8êɫPȚǛǣ4 LSAF 7ƸŮП¶˟
                                                   
35 Patmore [1994], op. cit., p. 45. 









39 Modern Records Centre, University of Warwick (¸ MRC 1˭Ρ), MSS. 19A/7/HI/2, pp. 517-18, 534. ɀп
ą˳ƣʋʄ8ˑ͎Ƹ°4I,/ë/7³ɐM/)	 
40 R. Floud, The British machine tool industry, 1850-1914, Cambridge University Press, 1976, p. 64. 




43 NAA, MP598/30/12: J. K. Jensen, ‘Defence Production in Australia 1908-1914’, 23rd May, 1962, pp. 189-90.
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3,)gWj87ȥ̋PˌΘ!/ʠо0Ξ˪PϸD1912 ǃ 5 ɢ 21 ɔ4ЗŘƸŮǥʁ
ō̽ľќSmall Arms Factory Employees Association¸ SAFEA 1˭ΡѝP϶ЇìΫ7̽ľ1!/
ʐǓ4˴Л!)45	M4IKƸŮñ0źęPĨD/) ˑ͎Ƹ7Ÿќëđâ͠7 74њѝPÇÿ
Ü4ĜȺ!FIA 7ęČȡźPЧʏ#L148Ȇč!)46	!!Ÿ ASE ̽ľō0,)ˑ͎
Ƹ8ͥʁ˕ʈPÒȤ#L)D4 SAFEA 48Ďê!3,)70gWj7̽ľȫЬΞ˪8ͨǬ
7Ј÷Pʗ!/чȧ!ɮL>đÌơ̜PřІ#Lɡǣ7ɥBEŽOM/!A47	 







,)ƸŮПUt1 ASE 7 ŋ̽BľO,)―ɱLSAF ˤ˥Ϻǐœы˳ˤ!)1«
ƖPɘJ4#L	 
 




)t̶ɦ0L1 ǃ4ơ!Ɩг4 LSAF ʐǓ3ȾʁPƄD)7 1912 ǃ 6 ɢ 8 ɔ-
AKêɫ̼¨ќ1909 ǃ 7 ɢѝIK3 ǃǣ0,)1«Ɩ7ΐ4еM/)	1911 ǃɩ4ȳϝ
M)¸7ɎͣΡ«8P&W 4ILt̶êòʾ4ϸA3ʅƉP̟˶4̋!/L	 
                                                                                                                                                                          
A)ǃƨ͠E ˑ͎đâ͠7ЏΕ3Î̀ʻ0,)ќɪ̝7ʫ 85 Pįˏѝ	 
44 Ibid., p. 190. 
45 Ibid., p. 192. đâéɃʈ7ŠЦźͰ|Sh8đâϼĔȑÿPǼŞ#LgWj7ȴɽ4кͽP̋
!)1ǴOML	 
46 Patmore [1994], op. cit., p. 48. 
47 Ibid., p. 47. ɑ˼Ƹ1³Ƹќturners and fittersѝ8ASE ͏ǘK1¦ǘ#L¶΋˶3ˑ͎ͥ0L	 
48 BSA 8΀ŠɃǋJ7Ķʫϲ‘) 1878 ǃ4ǃУ7ƸŮСН4ϭϦAM/Kќ36 тPį
ˏѝRSAF Eǂɛ7лΕʷϮɦ48ˤ˥Ηʇ͐Ƨ7)Dđâ͠PŸɆΛз#LќPam, op. cit., p. 94ѝ3
2Ȉª7ɣˌ8ʁ͑4źǞс!)	 
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ПǔϺǐ̈́ѣ…ž̴8 1909 ǃ4˳Ē!Ŀǃ7 10 ɢJ 12 ɢУ4/̶êƒ¨#L©Ɣ
0,)	'7ǣɢУ7̶êɦУ7ǐПΫDJM/L	̭Š7ž̴ʁ͠ќP&Wѝ8ǐПǣ
7̶ɦ4A*ɆɢУ7ϺMP1,/L	...49 


















) BSA 0Ŀ"VeЗPȭ˦#L^0Ÿ˦M/) P&W ǓЗϕ̙ƊʋɾP 1893
ǃ4Ʀê!)гĿʋɾ7ý˦PТƄ#LA04̴ 2 ǃPυF!/Lќ̡ 3 ̝7ʫ 39 Pįˏѝ	A)
΀̭7ЈŌʹƔħÃ7ЀEagœы4źǞс!)	Ƹʁʆʼ4L΀̭7˿Ѐ86"Η
ɼќ΀ѣ¥Ʊ7Upth6"̭ѣǂƱ7ji6"ѝ324ɡEI΋M/K55RSAF 7
                                                   
49 The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), 26th February, 1911. 
50 The Birmingham Daily Mail, 2nd December, 1911.  
51 NAA, MP598/30/11: Letter from W. Clarkson to R. M. Collins, Secretary for Defence Department, 17th May, 
1910, pp. 1-2. 
52 Ibid., p. 2. __l8'7ǒɘ1!/G&Bќ̶ɦ 2 ǃѝ7Ģ÷1M) P&W 7̶ɦ8A0
Ξ˪0K©ʹMǦLǹɭ»P͟ȃ#M9ƸŮ7ƒȆ48ɡÄ0E 18 ɢJ 2 ǃ7ɦУPΕ#
L1͟L7ƂǛ0L1ήɘ!/LќNAA, MP598/30/11: Letter from W. Clarkson to R. M. Collins, 
Secretary for Defence Department, 7th December, 1910, p. 2ѝ	 
53 NAA, MP598/30/12: Minute Paper from S. A. Pethebridge, Secretary for Defence Department to the Defence 
Minister, 8th June, 1912. 
54 Pratt & Whitney Co., Accuracy for seventy years, 1860-1930, 1930, reprinted in 2003 by Acme Bookbinding, 
Massachusetts, pp. 29-31. 1870 ǃuUqќUjѝɃǋ1 35 u7ƧЗtž̴P͊―!)
P&W 8'7ǣ 3 ǃУ0J4 125 u7ϭĎž̴P˛Ǧ!/L	 
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ќѠѝƧΗʇt7ʌˉ4ύŚ#L LSAF ˤ˥ТƄ7ϺM  
7I3agΒÊ7ʿK731911 ǃ 3 ɢIFɡú7ʋɾǓ LSAF 4þ̂!͝ǃ
1 ɢ48t?@ƒȆ!)17ŭņ__lJƞ%JM)59	1N ȾʁPТƄ
#L1P&W 7Ͳȁ0,)ƧΗʇtʄǻ4ύŚ#Lü7ȐΈ˶˿ǶœыȤ+Kˤ
˥ТƄPJ4ϺJ%L143L	ǛúLSAF 7˽ʆˤ˥Б8ǃУ 1  5,000 0,)ŠЦ
źͰ7Ų˥Ŋ·4ū.ȾʁТƄą4 2 =1ɏÔʐM/)60	7ɆБ7ˤ˥PʢDJM)
LSAF ƸŮПUt81912 ǃ 9 ɢ 19 ɔ4ŠЦПƓd~pg4ƕ/1913 ǃ 6 ɢ 30 ɔA04
                                                   
56 1856 ǃу̭ŠΒʋɾPόê!/­ȵǶΒϵɏǓPƦê!) RSAF 08Ǜɛ7΀Š˥ʁ48ƋŤ!
3,)̓7ї̰ǌ3ʹƔħÃΕʢM)	'0˙Ͳ7ħÃ1!/ˤAM)7X}Tu
Uo0KM8ǣ4΀Š˥ʁ7ʆʼħÃќs}R_thmnuѝ13,/L	Ω!
8T. Griffiths, The Enfield Inch & the Lithgow .303: A Tale of Metrology from Australian Firearm Folklore, 
Toptech Engineering, 2003 Pįˏ	 
57 ħÃ7͗ȵ4-/8ƸŮПUt7͙ŀêKħÃ­ȵ΋̊ΫM/LќNAA, 
MP598/30/11: Instructions for Guidance of Drawing and Tool Department, ‘Enfield Inches and their equivalent in 
Pratt & Whitney Standard Inches’, 11th February, 1913ѝ	 
58 Evening News (Sydney), 4th January, 1912. LSAF ̂¼ąUt8ag7b|4Ф!ź3ͲÓPΖ
%/KƧЗ7dɆ8ƒë4 RSAF ΒЈŌ17­ȵǶPΫDJM)1ϫ>/L	 
59 NAA, MP598/30/12: Letter from W. Clarkson to S. A. Pethebridge, Secretary for Defence Department, 11th 
January, 1912. ̶êʋɾ8upymptɑ˼xgøK˼U}`f
[ŧ}Uh˼3J˼ǂо̇Ą˼ͬ̇Ą˼Ľ̔ɧƸʋɾhĎƸʋɾ32	 
60 NAA, MP598/30/12: The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, ‘Commonwealth Government Small 
Arms Factory, Report, period ended 30th June, 1913’, 12th February, 1915, p. 4.  
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ƸŮ8ЗĆ1рPńD)ƧЗ 7,500 Pˤ˥ĺͬ0K'7ǣ8ʚɔ 50 7h0ˤ˥!/A
#611ȉΖPϫ>/K1913 ǃ 7 ɢ 1 ɔ¸Ш48ǃУ̴ 2 ќ50 /ɔѝPˤ˥ĺͬ17͟P
̋!/)	!!1913 ǃ 5 ɢ43,/ƒȆ!)ɡú7ƧЗ8 40 4#$'7ǣ 7 ɢ4 100 
9 ɢ4 160 10 ɢ11 ɢ12 ɢ4Ľ 400 1Â;8Ζ%L1913 ǃ4ˤ˥!)78ë 1,500 0
͝ 14 ǃ 6 ɢɩA04IF 5,000 ̓ǌ4Ͽ!)1˗ʧJˤ˥Ξ˪8źǁ4Ϻǐ!/)
1÷Lќ93 т7΋ 51 Pįˏѝ62	 
LSAF 0ΒϵMLX}TuЗ8170 7ˮ3LЈŌJʄȆMŌϋʀɶ4êLą4






#L7ɜϳ0K'7ǣ8хʍ̡ 2̡ 3 7ЈŌ͛̜̽Ƹ̓=1þϿ!/ˤ˥8ϗϾ4§L1ή
ɘ!/L65	!!ĂEɖŠƛЦΉÇÿPɇL˽˶0 LSAF PǑΣ!)οƵɃǋ41,/
ȾʁТƄJɡú7ƒȆŌ̶êA0 1 ǃEǡ)693J3«Ȁ8ǻƔŷ0,)	)*!)œ
ыˤ"L0N18P&W 18ĳơ4źΗʇtP˦Ǽ!êɫ4ɄĞ!) BSA 4I
,/©ʹM/)ќ63 тPįˏѝ	Ď/̡ʍźȈē˳4IKˤ˥ŲʢDJML1Ρ7Ɏͣ




u'7´Ƹï 3,700 u˳ʫM/L	…ʋɾ8̴ 6 [ɢǣ4þ̂#L©Ɣ0L	66 
7I4LSAF ˤ˥Ϻǐ7Ś13,)78ȐΈ˶˿Ƕœы0,)	!)«ǺPȗ
L¤1913 ǃǣĢJ̴ 1 ǃУ4O)Kˤ˥ʬĔ7¤ɺ13Lˑ͎Ƹ7ͥũPƶ,/ˤ")ƸŮП
Ut1 ASE 7ơ̜LSAF 7Ⱦʁ4ɞ3LˆĬPE)J!)78ǻã4к3	ʍ̧08
Ut7ƸŮПƪ¼7͍̾1ǠƦêPΧB)δɀпP̻²!--ASE 17ơ̜ LSAF 7ˤ˥ʬĔ
41,/ ʜ3ª0!3,)1PγΥ#L	 
                                                   
61 NAA, MP598/30/12: Letter from A. C. Wright to S. A. Pethebridge, Secretary for Defence Department, 19th 
September, 1912. 
62 NAA, MP598/30/12: Memorandum from S. A. Pethebridge to the Treasury, 15th December, 1913. 
63 Patmore [1994], op. cit., p. 46.  
64 NAA, MP598/30/12: The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, Defence, Small Arms Factory, Report 
by Engineer-Captain W. Clarkson upon relinquishing his appointment of acting manager, 10th August, 1912, p. 6.  
65 NAA, MP598/30/12: The Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia, ‘Commonwealth Government Small 
Arms Factory, Report, period ended 30th June, 1913’, 12th February, 1915, p. 3.   
66 The West Australian, 2nd July, 1915. 
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ѤõðѥThe Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser, 14th June, 1911. 
 














ѤõðѥThe Sydney Mail and New South Wales Advertiser, 22nd November, 1911. 
 
ѡLSAF ˤ˥Ϻǐ7°˶ΕŚˑ͎ͥ7̨ŝPƶLđÌơ̜  
ќџѝP&W J7°ɬʭЂ1đÌơ̜7ЍȆ  
 a. LSAF đÌơ̜7ĭŚUt7̾ʕ  









êɫǣ7 3 ǃУƸŮП¶˟ќActing Managerѝ1!/ʋɾ7ʀɶFΣ͗327ȥȶPǔĶ/



















                                                   
67 NAA, MP598/30/12: Letter from Australian Naval Director to Defence Minister, 11th March, 1910. __
l7ɪͥ8ʲϘ7ȐΈŴƓ0KĿɛɦ4Ϙͻ7˳ʫʁĖ4EȹO,/))Dќ66 тPįˏѝʲ
ϘФÑ͠8Ǡ7ĭͥ=7ƒëǧƿPɥQ0)	 
68 NAA, MP598/30/11: Minute Paper from S. A. Pethebridge, Acting Secretary for Defence Department to the 
Defence Minister, 17th July, 1909, p. 1.   
69 NAA, MP598/30/12: Memorandum from W. Clarkson to R. M. Collins, Secretary for Defence Department, 6th 
January, 1911, p. 2. 
70 The Times (London), American Engineering Competition, Harper & Brothers, New York, 1901, p. 102. ̭Š7
ƸŮ4LƸïƙ08΀Šõϕ͠1ʛϜ!)Ůľ0E̭Š0ˤAM̭Š7ɅͪPĶ)°˔
7?ˑ͎ʋɾƸ1!/ȭ˦MLàłǙ,)1ΝOM/L	 
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ŐNAA, MP598/30/12: Letter from Pratt & Whitney Co. to W. Clarkson, 27th December, 1910ő 
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ќE. AddisonѝPǽД0̅Ƕ4ʌL1!/Λ¼PΕβ!77ǣ¼1!/οƵñĖ́ќDepartment 
of Home Affairsѝ4̬P͗LSAF 7ƸŮUSVtΣΞ4Ȑƽ1!/ʴФO,/)Ŀ" P&W
J7ʭЂō0Lt_}ќF. R. Ratcliffeѝ7ƪ¼PʢD)78	J4__l8P&W 0 2
ǃУ7ƖťΠ͎PĶ/ƿŠǣLSAF 0ͥП13,/);ȊοƵ°ȐΈ͠ 6 °7+ 2 °PͬČ 
ϐ1!/Λ¼Εβ!īȈČ13L¶ɠΕō7ȴÎP P&W 4ʢD/L79	A)hcŇϥ0ìĘ






йMќˤ˥7ТƄ4ѝJ3LϺMPE)J!)… ˞Ť7ƧЗˤ˥Ɩ͑8Ϸ4 125 0L±ǣ
1 ǃУ4ɡźˤ˥Б0LϷ 300 #3O+ǃУ 1  5,000 =7Ų˥ɥAML	…81 
!!!)«ǺP˟˨4 LSAF 7̦˟¤ɲP P&W J7ʭЂ̽0́!)__l7ʥ
Ɣ8ǣ4ź3ʪ̵PˤC143L	Ǡ 1912 ǃ 8 ɢPE,/ƸŮП¶˟PϮ1ɪ̡̝ 1 ̧̡
2 ф4/̻²!) LSAF «ĖПgWjUt7ȿȤ͠13L̽ľơ̤7 ǫǉ4IKȫЬ!
ȸ6) ASE 17ǼΖΊ̚8 ĺІ13KIFˤ˥PТƄ!) LSAF 8J4 1 ǃУˤ ˥7ɪɼ
ĝP ǭΕ4ϺJ%LɎ)3 ƑΕ̹PȗL143L	 
 
ќѠѝƸŮПUtơ ASE 7đĖ̦˟γª  
 a. Ut7δɀпE)J!)ƸŮñŷ07ơ̜  
1912 ǃ 1 ɢ4οƵ7ťP΢M)Ut8Χ˦ɦУP̾/Ŀǃ 8 ɢ 11 ɔ__l4¶OLƸ
ŮП1!/ʐǓ4 LSAF 4̂¼!)	Ǡ81915 ǃ 7 ɢ 31 ɔ4 3 ǃ7ž̴ɦУP̼LA0LSAF
7ɡїǅЈ1!/οƵ7ƧЗΒϵÇÿPɻǉJȿ)ë/4Ē˜ǶPϭʢ#L'7Ǚ·˶Ɔę8
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5 R. Lloyd-Jones and M. J. Lewis, Alfred Herbert Ltd and the British machine tools industry, 1887-1983, Ashgate 
Pub Ltd, Aldershot, Hampshire, 2006, p. 38. 




7 Ibid., pp. 43-44. 1915ǡ47	ʂ̻=6ҊϚ7̾ǹ4ҫAK	̓4͈ǸϗÒ̢ʂ̻Ұshell turning lathesұ
47˦ɻ˕Ė")
 
8 Õ8	ˆѱѣP̡̠$L)D4ȍϚ3ǓÒˆʷPƯȱ &L47 89ʛ6ʑѰPɭ")ҰH. L. 
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1915ǡ 5ʛ4νŸ0β̤ü1Üƭü6у͡4ILɑŸδĄѲ˅͡ ML1	Ȱʶ0,)ˎŰǸ























ĨðĢ4-/7	Ц4ýѾ")̏ΓǓ 4  5,000 ·PЦ±Ǔƅ=ȉǝ &)14Ĥ	Гќ
3β̴̱ĨðĢ0,)ЦҊĨðȏҞΣҰwar munitions volunteerұ6İ҃4IK	 J4 1 3,500
·ƊǷ M/L14
MJĨðΣ	ɳǫΆėÄʼ4ɐƱ M)͸ 4,000͏4/̡̠Ģ6ɋǶ4
Ɣƹ¢"	ěǡǬҰ1914ǡ 7ʛ15ǡ 6ʛұ1˖Щ"/ǅѣ7͸ 3á	Ѽȳѳ̢6Ɣ͈7áƊ	
ˆѱѣ7фĺÌ07 14 á	͈Ǹ4ѱ"/7	ʚEϗтŴ҇3ќ͈ǸҰheavy shellsұ 22 á6̡̠Ɗ
PϨѦ"/L15
ЦҊ̀7	¦Ɨ6ưś*0E 5,000·Pɭ"	1ʅ4 100v6¯ͫP˯Ж$
                                                                                                                                                                          
Gray, War Time Control of Industry: The Experience of England, New York, 1918, p. 25ұ
 
9 Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Official History of the Ministry of MunitionsҰÀ  OHMM1̫Ϩұ, Vol. II, Part 




10 Gray, op. cit., pp. 25-26. Ǡʑ4LѼЦ̀6ɯČҝ7 2,800v0,)	ѯȳJ 10ʛ0
7ôv=1ΰM,/L
 
11 OHMM, Vol. II, Part I, p. 222. ЦҊƔα7	3LÄʼPEɳǫΆė 4Μ˄ѷPʜ")
 
12 Gray, op. cit., p. 31. 
13 E. S. Montagu, The Means of Victory, a speech delivered by the Rt Hon Edwin Montagu, M. P., Minister of 
Munitions, London, 1916, pp. 40-41. 




































ěA0Wqi6 RL þ̱˦ў6 3 Ď6 1 Pϗт"/K	ɳǫǓǯP¦Ȍ1$LÖ΅Ïė7èŻ
0,)Ұͦ 6 ͦ͢ 1 ͭͦ 2 ҔPŅ̎ұ
˓ɷPğKǹ/JM)67	19 £ͷȄķ4ȕȱѬ")^zq
`F	zͶđ6|]џǋЦҊŤÇ͏ҰBirmingham Metal and Munitions Co.	À 
BMM 1̫Ϩұ32	˗Ѱ6ƔȸǸψ\ɷ͏4I,/ˀȱ MLuUvҰtrade	νŸ4L
řʼΣ҃ų6р͕ұ0,)20	MJ7 RL 6ϖƯ̴ƩŻ4ъ3,)





                                                   
16 Montagu, op. cit., pp. 25-27.  
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 ȳě4L RL1uUv6 30ōȂǸ6Ö΅ɷ7	Řϥ0ǡǠŽ 1ô Ұ̱ѯȳʑ7 108,306,000̱ұ
0,)	MPűL͸ 1ô 5,000̱ 1914ǡ 8ʛ 21ʅ4̱˦ M)6P̷ďK4Ұώ 71P
Ņ̎ұ	ѯȳJ1ʛ0uUvѼЦ̀Jɿ)4Ō˦")ɷў73ô2,700̱4ņ<143K	
ˆʷ͹ý6шMF̏ΓĨðĢ6¡П4Ĥ	ɿÄʼ6ŅýEʟȃ03̔Ȧ0 15ǡ 5ʛ6ʛ1 M
)͹ʟPƭL67̟̊3ϲ0,)21
^zq`F BMM6̡̠ĢɋƔ4IK	1914ǡ 8ʛ4 1,700
̱4ъ3,)ʛ̡̠ў7 15ǡ 6ʛ47͸ 6á6 1ô 1,500̱=1ȕȱѬ")	10ô̱PН





ώ 71ҷѯȳěȄ4LνŸǅѣǸuUv6 30 ōȂǸŌ˦̔ˢҰѼЦƚ͸ұ  















ҸČăҹThe National Archives, MUN7/154: Current Orders for .303 Ammunition Mark VIIPE14ͧΣÒȱ
 
 
                                                   
21 Ibid., pp. 15-16.  








˦"/)	1915ǡ 7ʛ4Π 16ǡ 6ʛA06Ϛ˚ɷўPʿͫ0A1D)
νŸƔѼ˪⇔ЦҰBritish 
Expeditionary Force, À  BEF1̫Ϩұ6Αȱ̔ˢPƃ˼1"/ϛ͛EJM)ɷўҰʛĺÌұ7	1915
ǡ 8ʛ6 1ô 3,200̱J 12ʛ47 2ô 1,700̱=1ȕƊ"	(6Ȅȅ4ƊĤ"/Π 16ǡ 6ʛ
47 3 ô 1,500 ̱1 M)	6ϛ͛7ȳƅ06¡̱Fѓʸ326ɧΥĎPъĞ4Ĥš")E60






PЦҊ̀J×қ M)ѼЦ̀7	1916 ǡ 2 ʛ4Ұřǡұ9 ʛ4Ö΅¯Ʊ6 3 ô̱7ȍϚ4ПL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BMM6 1,477,924,000̱F RL6 1,465,175,000̱Pɀ/ͦÌPϨѦ"/L
MJ4˖>	ͦ 4

















ˈґ6Ŷ 71 7	ͳŸŅȳʅ6 1917 ǡ 4 ʛ 6 ʅJÆȳĸƱϿļʅ0L 1918 ǡ
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4IKʚҫØʴŷƱ M)ҰGray, op. cit., pp. 38-41ұ
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 A%νŸɳǫŜ6ǅѣƚ͸4-/7	$04ʢʴ̴3͹ýѯƢ M/L7%6 1916ǡ 1ʛ4
/	͹Ťɷ7u 14	WTpXjn7 64ъ%	ȅ4̡̠jŜ"Ƣ
D)řǡ 8ʛ4/ 	O% 9 5,542͹ý M)412A,)41
A)	νŸ4ˈɷў
̱˦ M)hSŜǅѣƚ͸4-/E	ϥ 30PŌ˦")WTpXjn7 1916ǡʡ6͹ʟ
A04Ð1Ư͹Pьȱ")42	100ÀPŌ˦")u7	M4ƿȑ$L)Dqi









1915ǡȄķ4Ō˦")͸ 3ô 3,000 Ұ̱334,800,000̱ұ6кĤƚ͸4/7͹ýƘс"44	1916
ǡ 7 ʛʑ̇0 2 ô 900 ̱ʠ͹13,/)45
("/	νŸ16ƚ͸ɷP J4űLŌ˦ўPϨ
Ѧ")hSǴ 7.62Ǹ6̡̠ѯƢ ML1	uJ7ǌ6μƉ4͡) ML143L
 
 1915 ǡ 5 ʛ	νŸɳǫ6¾̟·0L]1WTpXjn7	hSǴ 7.62 ǸP 3 ô
̱ϗт"	řǡ 10 ʛJΠ 16 ǡ 12 ʛA04þɷўP͹ý$L1ƚ͸Pΐ΄")46
M4Ή	
1915ǡ 9ʛ47	ř#]1u6Ѱ4	5ô̱6 7.62ǸPÖ΅$Lƚ͸ΐ΄ M	
ͦ 1ű̼6͹ʟ0L 1916ǡ 6ʛ 30ʅA04 2ô̱P͹ý$LҰ˓ɷ7 1917ǡ 6ʛ 30ʅA0ұ1
ŋK˜D3 M)47
""	")ǹĒ¯Ʊ4ŉ"	Ϩ 2͏6͹ýj7 1916ǡ4ý,
                                                                                                                                                                          
uǅѣϗт̢=1Шɣ$L̴̼0ʑ̴4äKŌ)E60K	Ǳ̒FĄі6u7	ν
Ÿɳǫ16ǅѣϗтƚ͸΁®")Ȅ4þ/vWT6ȷʜ13L1ŋK˜DJM/)
ҰEvening public ledger, 20th July, 1915ұ
 
40 Hatch, op. cit., p. 219. ĔǓƅ0̡̠")ψο7	qiu=щ8M	Ǹ§F҈ͬ32øƇ M
L10ƯȱŤ13,)
 
41 OHMM, Vol. XI, Part IV, pp. 44-45. 
42 Williamson, op. cit., p. 225.  
43 Hatch, op. cit., p. 219. 
44 TNA, MUN4/749, pp. 60. uÀƑ4νŸɳǫ1ƚ͸"/)67	WTpXjn6¼	
wUsqvjsUrψοÇ͏	~nψοÇ͏ҰPeter’s Cartridge Co.ұ	whwbүd
iqu͏ҰNational Cable and Conduit Co.ұ320,)
þÏ0͸ 5ô̱PŌ˦")u4ƿ"	
νŸǴ 30ōȂǸ6Ō˦ɷ4-/7 1915ǡ 2ʛ6ƚ͸0ǵŌ)͸ 7,000̱Ұ68,250,000̱ұ6B
0,)WTpXjn7	ŪҜ3͹ýPƯ®"/LҰIbid., p. 79ұ
 
45 OHMM, Vol. XI, Part VI, pp. 16, 38.  
46 Williamson, op. cit., p. 225.  
47 TNA, MUN4/5544: Agreement between His Britannic Majesty’s Government and Marcellus Hartley Dodge, an 
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individual doing business under the trade name of Remington-UMC, 9th September, 1915, p. 2. u6Ύ
ƚ͸ɷ7	1915ǡ 7ʛ4hSɳǫ1̽ɜƚ͸") 2ô 5,000̱EŞDL1	7ô 5,000̱0,)
 
48 1917ǡ 1ʛA04͹ýőά1 M)ŗ͏6ɷў7	uҰƚ͸ɷҷ7ô 5,000̱ұ 8,300
̱	WTpXjnҰƚ͸ɷҷ3ô̱ұ 8,000̱0K	wUsqvjsUr7	ƚ͸ɷ 2
ô̱1ʚǅ0K3J	ʚƒ6 1ô̱P͹Ť"L1 M/)ҰTNA, MUN4/3011: Contracts for 
Russian small arms ammunition in U. S. A. ұ
 
49 OHMM, Vol. II, Part III, p. 112.  
50 OHMM, Vol. XI, Part VI, p. 38.  
51 OHMM, Vol. XI, Part IV, p. 50. ƚ͸ϡѺʑ4͹ý¡Ϛ1 M)ˍ͌3ɷў7	u 160ҰY
tTjuǓƅ6 1001U[Ǔƅ6 60PŘͫұ	WTpXjn 200K	
Řϥ 1800,)
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̡$L14I,/̱̠$L΃Жͭ˵ĩʬ7ǡѰ 250v1EϣOM)ҰTNA, MUN4/3011:Contracts 
for Russian small arms ammunition in U. S. A.ұ
 
53 TNA, MUN4/5544: Telegram from Morgan, Grenfell & Co., London to J. P. Morgan & Co., New York, 5th 
December, 1916. u6͹ʟ7 1917ǡ 7ʛ 1ʅ	WTpXjn7řǡ 5ʛ 1ʅ0,)
6
2͏ʠ͹1"/)͸ 6ô 8,500̱ҰWTpXjn1ô 3,500̱	u 5ô 5,000̱ұ
7	hSéJ6Ϛʞ4IKwUsqvjsUrǵΉϗт$L113,)ҰTNA, 














ώ 72ҷ1917 ǡ 2 ʛʑ̇4LͳŸJhS=6 7.62 ǸÖ΅ϥ̨  
 
ҸČăҹThe National Archives, MUN4/5544: Statement of deliveries made & estimated under Contracts for 7.62mm cartridge placed  




 1916 ǡ 4 ʛ	ǅѣǅѣǸ6͹ýшǰσ"u4-/νŸЦҊ̀Ōŋ,)ƄŠ7	
ř͏6ƚ͸ǍϋάĢ4̮ŪPş$LE60K	±Ʋ͌Ϸ6)D	]4ILř͏=6ϿʰϋO
ML143L55
(6Ȅ	1916 ǡ 7 ʛ4u]=ɡČ")À 6Ͻʋɻʘ7	Ϩ6










                                                   
54 u1WTpXjn7	ǲЉƍPр#)νŸɳǫ16¶˴6ʡ	YTvѣ6ƚ͸
4-	Ǳ̒FϪíPѺþ/6ϗтЖ̢Přɳǫ4ЍɆ &L1ϖõʧÂ6̛ȇ4ȱģ")
ҰWilliamson, op. cit., p. 229ұ
 














































                                                   
56 TNA, MUN4/5544: Letter from S. F. Pryor, President of Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridge Co. to J. P. 










żÌƊ$11E4	νŸ6 ASEҰͦ 5ͦ͢ 1ͭͦ 2ҔPŅ̎ұ4ϳǹ$LI3̏ΓǓ΂ŘŒҙ"	
ϨʘͰ4/ϣņ M/LĨðŪҜ̱̠$L143L59
1915 ǡ 7 ʛ	u6q







,/L1610,))D	͹ʟ7 1917ǡ 7ʛ 1ʅ=1ǰѬ ML
""	ϨʘͰм½ M
/J͸ķǡȄ6 1917ǡĒҙ4/E3	͹ýőά1 M)hSŜǅѣǸ7 8,300̱0K
Ұʢ͢6˦ 48PŅ̎ұ	νҋ16þƚ͸ɷў 7ô 5,000̱Ұ132ґ6ώ 72PŅ̎ұ7N	ʚĒ
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úȚΟ1856 ƉȤȕżwld×[sx9Ä̂Ōk×}w<NPú̆ 
ʝŀΟmΗLeeds, West Yorkshire, EnglandΘX_×żňΗAlbion WorksΘ 
ʗòΟ˅ĤȤȕ` 
˸ĭΟ˸͆Țħ&>EFå7>Ȥȕ˸ĭΗˣɈ̣̞Uͳ$Θ͙>̱;ĭ 
    
©˻°΅Ɖ˴  
1840 Ɖ½Οwld×[sx9k×}w\X}×ΗPeter FairbairnΘ99K< 
      ~wyjsΗFairbairn, Greenwood and BatleyΘUʼƷ
1850 Ɖ½ΟcXƸ¯<NQ[sk]×Yx>¥żƓ O>Ȥȕěɂ!ęɹUǇő 
1856 Ɖ Ο\X}×9>~wyjs!̀ɈGΖB !Ȩƕ<ʼƷ 
1859 Ɖ Οm}͎ȺȽ>X̈́PΗArmley RoadΘ<X_×żň!ŢƷ 
1873 Ɖ Οwld×[sxȫĕưŝ>kk9XiO!~wyjsUƖ"ˀ% 
1888 Ɖ ΟGΖB !ȐƕæͪÂȚΗpublic companyΘ9;PXid×[sx!ʎͧ<ŰÁ 
1894 Ɖ Οżňé>żÊȤȕ>Ăû9*7ơȅ>ˬȲûUɪ1jw<½TPɵͽȤ!Ŭä 
1910 Ɖ ΟʎͧXid×[sxȫĕ 
¥őƸǽ Ο˧ĻǟƏ<Ū*͢ĵƙ˯˸͆î͝U§ƨ<Ȥȕ̱;ĭUʴäΠƸ¯͋˱<̟ɣ 
1960 Ɖ½ΟGΖB|×lswvY×dlΗHunslet HoldingsΘ<N47̢ę 
1987 Ɖ ΟX_×żň>ĽŀōĒżň>ͩͦ 
 
¤ʲ̳ǔǽ>©˻;˸͙͆ͨ  
	żÊȤȕ͙ͨΗMachine Tool DepartmentΘ 
 OMQʗΊ>ūɪȶɪżÊȤȕΗwysw{k>˸͆ȤLǾżȤȕUĨIΘ 

ūɪ×w͙ͨΗSpecial Plants of MachineryΘ 
 ͢ĵƙ˯˷ɬȉ0>»>̱;ĭ̠Ƈͣ͆ħ&Ȥȕ>ˏ 
˸ȻȤȕ͙ͨΗOil Mill Machinery DepartmentΘ 
 ȘɟȻ>ǃíʱ˸ɪ>Ȥȕ̸ȚȤȕΗŦɱ΍Ǩ>˸͆˃˥>ęʙɪȤȕ;:Θ 
ˌ˂Ȥȕ͙ͨΗTextile Machinery DepartmentΘ 
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 9ƭTRQżňǥŀ? 11
]`<ėB1,500  O 1,600 ·>ơȚĮ!͹ɪ)R71Ν5>ͣ͆ƻ!Ëɪ)R7P
Ȥȕ˸ÊƻėBʺʝżň? T ŞŁ<Ɣ̆)Rˉͧ>Ɣɟ? 72 Yw464 Ywȡʆ>Ɣɟ?
76 Yw168 Yw841żňé>Ȥȕ?128 ΏûUǺ,QőŁ>ȳƈŁƤȳȤͬ
Ηhorizontal condensing engineΘΝń<ý1893 Ɖ<?ʳ 12 ń419)RQX×w×Ζj
mʎΗArmington & Sims, ʯĻv×l>ÂȚΘ>Βͅ]×k×Ηhigh-speed engineΘŐǢUĂû
9*7͎̳)R71(RO>Ɣɟ<N47ȝƷ)RQĶ̹ƛ<ĹGR1§ƨ͙<?̹! 68 
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ʿ˸ĭU˸͆,QȤȕƕΗcomplete installations for treating silkΘ!ŐǢȦŻLțȆ<ħ&7
̷í)R7P1903 Ɖǳə8?Ǭȁ<şĿ*1ʿȤȕΗsilk machineryΘ>N0 4 î> 3 !X




͆ƻ? 2  3,000 ƈǫYwUĎJ_w>×x[sxΗLindley Wood, OtleyΘ>̋Α
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